
 

 

 

 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 

 

How this works  

• Payment Terms – 

The footswitch modification costs $200. $125 in parts, $75 in labor.  

I require a 50% deposit to commit to the transaction. The deposit also helps offset the costs 

of acquiring the parts. I do not stock any parts, I order on demand. Once the modification is 

complete, I’ll send you pictures of the build, a test video, and then you send the remaining 

50% of the payment. Once I receive payment I’ll send your amp back. I would prefer Paypal 

or Venmo rather than snail mail that way you get your amp back quicker.  

• Parts - I provide all parts and labor to modify your Spark 40 amp with a suitable footswitch. 

We prefer the Randall RF4G3. I like the chassis, it’s heavy-duty and rugged.  

We will be dis-assembling your amp, drilling holes, running cable, soldering, testing , putting 

it all back together, and then testing again. Then repacked in the packaging you provided 

for the amp. 

• Warranty – There is no warranty! This is a modification, and only carries a “Best Effort” 

warranty from me. Legally, this means that I will do the best job that I can. I have been an 

electronics technician for over 30 years, and it’s in my best interest to a “job well done” in 

this endeavor. The last thing I want to do is a shoddy job. Word of mouth is a powerful 

thing, good and bad! 

 
Disclosure: The amp must be in working order when it gets to me. I will test all functions prior to the 

modification. I’m not responsible for any hum or other anomalies that may arise. 

The spark amp has had complaints of hums, and buzzing. That issue is easily solved by contacting 

Positive Grid and requesting a grounded power supply. Another item the amp should have come with. 

• Shipping – You provide and pay for all insured shipping.  

We prefer that you create an account with FedEx or UPS and pay for all shipping to us. 

When it is time to return the amp and the footswitch I will use your account number to return 

it to you. This way everyone is aware of the costs, no one gets over-charged or loses 

money for not charging enough for shipping. Shipping costs have increased lately so be 

aware. If you prefer to not create account with FedEx or UPS then return shipping costs will  
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be determined and billed at the time of shipping. All shipping insurance must be for the 

actual value of the amp. All packaging is the customer’s responsibility, the packaging for the 

amp will be reused when I send it back to you. There will be additional packaging for the 

footswitch and cables.   

• The Legal stuff- You need to acknowledge that you agree to these terms and conditions 

before sending me anything, money or your amp.  

 

Sparkmodz.com and Myerz Media, LLC are in no way affiliated with Positive Grid. The 

Spark 40 Amp is produced by Positivie Grid.  

 

 

Thank you and I look forward to working with you, 

 

Garry Myers 

Owner of Myerz Media, LLC 
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